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Derived equilibria quantities are computed on the 
NIMROD grid either using spline interpolation or now 
with finite-element solves.

● For example, many equilibrium reconstructions provide  
Ψ, F and p. These fields are still interpolated onto the 
grid using splines.

● Derived fields, in particular B and J, are computed using 
either splines (fluxgrid) or using NIMROD native finite-
element solves in NIMSET (recently implemented).

● The use of NIMSET solve allows for more accurate 
representations of B and J.

– The force balance residual is smaller.
– The fields have smaller divergence error.



The toroidal current can be computed either from the 
curl of the magnetic field, or the Grad-Shafranov 
equation.

● Using the Grad-Shafranov equation involves first derivatives 
of F and p (method used by fluxgrid spline interpolation), 
whereas computing the toroidal current from the poloidal 
magnetic field implicitly involves second derivatives of Ψ.

– The result should be the same within numerical error.

● The poloidal magnetic field is computed from Ψ:

● The poloidal current density is computed from the toroidal 
magnetic field, or F.



A diagnostic is included to measure force balance, 
divergence error and field magnitudes.

● For a vector field F, the quantities

 

are computed where the bracket is a volume average.



Output informs the user of options used, and 
diagnoses the initial and final state.

● Output is also appended to the end of nimset.out.

● SuperLU works best as the solver. 

– tol=10-9 with seq_slu is used for examples shown.

– If seq_slu is not set as the solver, bl_diaga is used.



Input is controlled by three new options in input.f.

● calc_eq_fe controls the fields for which to solve.

● calc_jeq_fe_nq set the number of components of J for which to 
solve (2 or 3).

● calc_jeq_fe_gs sets whether to use the Grad-Shafranov 
equation when solving for the toroidal current density. 



The smallest residual force balance is produced with 
a Grad-Shafranov solve.

B pol. J pol. J tor. KdivB2 <B2> KdivJ2 <J2> <Feq.n>
/<JxB.n>

spline spline spline 7.05E-07 2.66E+01 1.10E-04 1.90E+12 9.49E-04

solve spline spline 8.58E-08 2.66E+01 1.10E-04 1.90E+12 9.49E-04

spline solve spline 7.05E-07 2.66E+01 2.93E-06 1.90E+12 7.80E-04

spline solve solve 
(Bp)

7.05E-07 2.66E+01 2.88E-06 1.94E+12 2.30E-04

spline solve solve 
(GS)

7.05E-07 2.66E+01 2.93E-06 1.90E+12 -9.61E-08

solve solve spline 8.58E-08 2.66E+01 2.93E-06 1.90E+12 7.81E-04

solve solve solve 
(Bp)

8.58E-08 2.66E+01 2.88E-06 1.94E+12 2.29E-04

solve solve solve 
(GS)

8.58E-08 2.66E+01 2.93E-06 1.90E+12 1.44E-09



There is also a new option to evolve a diffusion 
equation for the magnetic field, current density, flow.

● This is very useful for diffusing divergence error.
● It is also very useful for flows, which may need to be 

extrapolated to zero outside the separatrix.
● Care must be taken with solenoidal diffusion (not recommended 

to be used regularly), but it is useful as a check.
– For example, the solenoidal diffusion can be use to smooth jagged 

equilibria, such as the current near the separatrix, to check if it is the 
source of numerical problems.

● I have not found a case where this helps, but that doesn't mean 
there isn't one.

● This advance uses a 2x2 matrix (in terms of components) and a 
1x1 matrix for the poloidal and toroidal field solves, and is thus 
more computationally expensive than the mass matrix inversions 
used for the solves of J and B from Ψ, F and p. 



The diffusive-advance output informs the user how 
the equilibrium changes.

Separate diffusivity 
can be used for the 
phi-component.

Run with only 
divergence 
cleaning for 
remaining steps.

● The equilibrium is smoothed at the expense of an 
increased force-balance residual.
– The force-balance residual is still smaller than that if 

splines are used to set B and J (3.6x102).



The overall toroidal current is little changed, but near 
jaggedness near the separatrix is less.

No Diffusion Diffusion



Running large memory jobs on Hopper is assisted by 
using SuperLU natural row ordering.

● It appears that when SuperLU_DIST runs out of memory, it still 
returns an LU factorization, this factorization may just be a poor 
preconditioner.

● Using natural row ordering instead of LargeDiag helps reduce the 
amount of memory required during the solve.

● For example, an edge on Hopper would run with ohms='mhd' but 
not ohms='2fl', and using natural ordering allowed this case to run 
with ohms='2fl'. 

● The performance loss during the factorization is less than 5% 
(measured with SuperLU timings), and overall performance is not 
greatly impacted.

● SuperLU timings show the run-time memory is greatly decreased, 
by as much as a factor of three.

● We should consider making this the default option for distributed 
memory solves.



Switching from autotools to CMake allows easier and 
(functioning) parallel builds.

● Tested on my laptop (Ubuntu), Hopper (-j8), and 
Ben Jamroz's Macbook.

● CMake automatically supplies many useful build 
targets – good for development.



Summary

● The implementation of solves in NIMSET allows 
for both flexiblity and potentially better equilibria.

● Divergence error and the residual-force balance 
are minimized by computing derived quantities 
with NIMROD's native finite-element machinery.

● Other small, but helpful, changes are useful - 
SuperLU and Cmake.

● None of these changes have been merged to the 
trunk – pending discussion.
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